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Time : 3 Hours 15 Minutes Max. Marks : 100

Instructions : 
 1.  Follow the prescribed limit while answering the questions.

 2.  Write the correct question number as it appears on the question paper.

 3.  One mark questions attempted more than once will be awarded zero.

 4.  Answer to question numbers 24 (a-j) and 25 (i-iii) should be in sequence and at one place.

 5.  For multiple choice questions choose the correct answer and rewrite it.

I. Answer the following questions in a word, a phrase 
or a sentence each : (12 × 1 = 12)

  1. Whose beauty according to Romeo is too rich for 
use?

  2. What is the population of the Kingdom of Monaco?

  3. Name the movement which took place in the 
Himalayan region to save trees.

  4. Who is the caretaker of Don Gonzalo in the play ‘A 
Sunny Morning’?

  5. How many acres of land did Basavaiah encroach?

  6. Mention any one of the places through which the 
foot walks in ‘To the Foot from its Child’.

  7. Whom did Borges look upon as an intelligent and 
a gracious woman?

  8. “In the splendour of harvest and of moonlight 

   Heaven lies all over!” the phrase refers to

   (a) harvest and moonlight are no match to heaven

   (b) splendour is only in heaven

   (c) heaven can be seen in the harvest and 
moonlight.

  9. Which animal bowed to the author at Nara in 
‘Japan And Brazil Through a Traveler's Eye’?

  10. How much money did the leader of the POP 
campaign team offer Roof?

  11. What had stunned the inhabitants of Pudukkottai 
on the International Women's Day?

  12. Where did the Mahad Struggle mentioned in 
‘Water’ take place?

 II. Answer any EIGHT of the following questions 
(choosing at least two from poetry) in a paragraph of 
80 to 100 words: (8 × 4 = 32)

  13. What were the arguments put forth by the 
prisoner for not running away from the prison?

  14. Explain the views of the prophet on children and 
parents in the poem ‘On Children’.

  15. Describe the ‘role of forest’ in Vandana Shiva's life 
as brought out in ‘Everything I Need To Know I 
Learned In The Forest’.

  16. How is the Speaker's passionate love for his 
beloved brought out in the poem ‘When You Are 
Old’?

  17. Write a note on the rivalry between Tammanna 
and Basavaiah as explained in ‘The Gardener’.

  18. Trace the stages of the foot’'s transformation as 
portrayed in ‘To the Foot from its Child’.

  19. Why does Borges say that the books will 
not disappear inspite of modern modes of 
communication?

  20. What is unique about bowing in Japan?

  21. Give an account of Roof's role as an election 
campaigner.

  22. How has cycle transformed the lives of many 
women in Pudukkottai?

 III. Answer the following in about 200 words : (1 × 6 = 6)

  23. (a) Trace the incidents where Laura and Gonzalo 
secretly guess about each other's identity in 
the play ‘A Sunny Morning’.

OR

   (b) ‘Conservation of biodiversity sustains both 
nature and culture’. Explain with reference to 
‘Everything I Need To Know I Learned In The 
Forest’.

OR

   (c) Is water instrumental in social discrimination 
and disparity? Discuss with reference to 
‘Water’.

IV. 24. Read the following pence and answer the 
questions set on it:  (10 × 1 = 10)

   Everyone needs a holiday, both to relax and 
to have a change of environment. The holiday 
makers feel relaxed and refreshed at the end of 
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the holiday and look forward to the resumption 
of their duties, be it at school, office or factories, 
with renewed vigour. This is the reason why all 
establishments — grant their employees annual 
leave with the end of the Academic year. The 
Schools and Universities grant their pupils a long 
holiday during mid summer. This will last until 
early June when the new school term starts. Of 
course the parents will like to take advantage of this 
and take their leave to coincide with the children’s 
vacation. This has become a traditional holiday 
season in most - Asian countries particularly in 
India.

   With the coming of April the traditional holiday 
season in India reaches its peak point and most 
of the holiday resorts are packed to capacity. In 
order to avoid the crowd some prefer to take: their 
holiday a little earlier. Those who have already 
taken their holidays can console themselves not 
only with reflections on the happy days spent 
in the country, at the seaside or abroad but with 
the thought that holiday expenses are over and 
by taking an earlier holiday they have missed the 
April rush.

   The main thing, of course is the weather and 
whatever the weather is like, ‘the essence of a 
holiday for most is the carefree atmosphere in 
which it can be enjoyed. “Take all you need but 
leave your worries behind” is the sound — advice 
for the holiday maker. Private worries are not 
always easy to escape from. However, even the 
pessimist would admit that for the moment things 
appear brighter than they have been.

   Holiday time is surely a time for shedding serious 
preoccupations and seeking pleasures that appeal 
to us. 

  (a) Why does every one need a holiday?

  (b) How do the holiday makers feel at the end of the 
holiday?

  (c) The holiday season lasts till — 

   (i) March

   (ii) June

   (iii) December

  (d) When does the holiday Season reach its peak?

  (e) What do some holiday makers do to avoid the 
holiday crowd?

  (f) Who feels happy having missed the April rush’?

  (g) What is the sound advice to the holiday makers?

  (h) Add prefix to the word ‘advantage’ to form its 
antonym.

  (i) What time is surely meant for shedding serious 
preoccupations?

  (j) Children cannot control their _____________ 
(excite) with the coming of the holiday season.

   (Fill in the blank with the appropriate form of the 
word in the bracket) 

  25. Read the following lines and answer the questions 
set on it :       (1 × 3 = 3)

   A free bird leaps

   on the back of the wind

   and floats downstream

   till the current ends

   and dips his wings

   in the orange sun rays.

   (i) Who leaps on the back of the wind?

   (ii) How long does the bird float?

   (iii) The bird dips his wing in __________.

    (a) orange sun rays

    (b) blue sky

    (c) dark cloud

 V. 26. Complete the following by filling the blanks using 
the right form of the verb given in brackets. 

     (1 × 3 = 3)

   Roof's spirits fell when he ______________ (ask) 
to cast his vote. He ______________ (worry) and 
confused. He took out his ballot paper from his 
pocket and looked at it. He ______________ 
(confront) by the car and the head.

  27. Report the following conversation:           (1 × 5 = 5)

   Alifano : What is blindness to you?

   Borges : It is a way of life. In my case the visible 
world has moved away from my eyes.

   Alifano : Have you thought of writing book on the 
history of the book?

   Borges  : It is an excellent idea. 

  28. Complete the following dialogue:           (1 × 4 = 4)

   Mother : Can you book a car for me?

   Son : __________ (agreeing) where do you 
want to go?

   Mother : __________ (giving information)

   Son : At what time do you need the car?

   Mother : __________  (mentioning time)

   Son : Ok. I will book it.

   Mother : __________  (Expressing gratitude).

  29. Fill in the blanks by choosing the appropriate 
expressions given in bracket:                    (1 × 2 = 2)

   Dirty remarks were passed by people when 
women ___________ cycling. Women like Jameela 
and Fathima did not ___________. They zipped 
along the roads of Pudukkottai and continued to 
inspire others. 
(make up, give up, took to)
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  30. Fill in the blanks with appropriate linker:
      (1 × 4 = 4)
   (Besides, but, at last, therefore)
    The General of Monaco asked each of his soldiers 

to cut the criminal’s head off. __________ no soldier 
came forward to do it. the ministers assembled 
a Commission. __________ they appointed a 
Committee and Sub Committee. __________ they 
decided that the best thing would be to alter the 
death sentence to one of life’s imprisonment.

 VI. 31.  Read the following passage and make notes by 
drawing and filling in the boxes given below:

(8 × ½ = 4)
    The most complex of all tissues is the bone. It 

serves as a framework, giving form to the body, 
protecting the vital organs and bearing weight and 
strain. It is also a storehouse for calcium, which is 
supplied to the blood.
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  32. Write a letter of application in response to the 
following advertisement which appeared in ‘The 
Times of India’ dated 15 March 2019.  (5)

   (Write XXX for name and YYY for address)

Wanted
Customer Care Officer for JVS Motors

 Qualification : M.Com., knowledge of Computers,
Fluency in Kannada, English and
Hindi languages

Apply to : The General Manager
    JVS Motors 
    Central Towers
    Hyderabad – 560001

  33. (a) Imagine you are the Secretary of your College. 
On the occasion of college day you are given 
the responsibility of introducing The Chief 
guest to the audience. Write a speech in 
about 100 words using the points given in the 
profile.  (5)

  Chief guest : Mrs. Sudha Murthy

  Native  : Shiggoan (Karnataka)

  Education : B.E. in Electrical Engineering from 
BVB college, Hubballi.

  Profile  :  First female engineer hired by TELCO-
Chairperson of Infosys Foundation 
– member of public health care 
initiatives of the Gates Foundation – 
A teacher, philanthropist and a writer 
in Kannada and English – awarded 
Padmashri in 2006.

OR

   (b) The given paragraph represents data about 
the favourite after school activities of boys and 
girls in Karnataka. Based on the information, 
prepare a report in about 120 words.

    The most complex of all tissues is the bone. 
It serves as a frame work, giving form to the 
body, protecting the vital organs and bearing 
weight and strain. It is also a storehouse for 
calcium, which is supplied to the blood.
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 VII. 34.  What do the underlined words in the following 
extract refer to ?    (1 × 4 =4)

    Every one needs a holiday. It relaxes our 
minds. Holiday makers who go on a holiday 
feel refreshed. Parents take their leave to 
coincide with children’s vacation. April which 
is a traditional holiday season invites all 
holiday makers.

    It          : ________________________.

    who     : ________________________.

    their     : ________________________.

    which  : ________________________.

  35. Rewrite the jumbled segments to form a 
meaningful sentence : (1 × 1 = 1)

   peace loving / was a / kingdom / monaco.

11
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ANSWERS
As Per Scheme of Valuation 
(Issued by PUE, Karnataka)

I. 1. Juliet's [1]

 2. About Seven Thousand [1]

 3. Chipko movement [1]

 4. Juanito [1]

 5. 200 acres [1]

 6. Fields / Mines / Markets / Ministries [1]

 7. His mother / Dona Leonor [1]

 8. C: heaven can be seen in the harvest and 
moonlight. [1]

 9. Deer [1]

 10. Five pounds [1]

 11. Women’s Cycle Rally [1]

 12. At the Chadar tank [1]

 13. The death sentence altered to life imprisonment 
–proved costly—criminal asked to run away—he 
argued—had nowhere to go-they had ruined his 
character—people would turn their back—had got 
out of the way of working – treated badly—he had 
to be executed – but was not --did not complain—
sentenced to life imprisonment – put a guard to 
fetch food—guard dismissed—had to fetch his 
own food—did not complain-but they wanted him 
to run away- he did not agree-said they could do as 
they like-but refused to go away. [4]

 14.  The speaker in ‘On Children’—says children are 
sons and daughters of life’s longing for it self—
come through parents – not from them –not belong 
to parent – parent to give love not their thoughts to 
children—the souls of children dwell in the house 
of tomorrow – parents cannot visit in dreams also 
– parents can strive to be like their children—but 
seek not to make their children like them—parents 
should act as bows in the archer‘s hand—should 
bend gladly –archer has his mark on the path of 
infinite – children as arrows should fly swift—archer 
loves both—the stable bow and swift arrows. [4]

 15.  Vandana Shiva’s –ecological journey started –forest 
of Himalays—father forest conservator—mother 
farmer—learned everything from Himalayan 

forest and eco-system—mother composed songs 
and poems on trees, forest and civilization—
involvement in saving trees began with Chipko—
learned that women knew the real value of trees 
– became volunteer for Chipko movement—spent 
vacation doing pad yatras-documenting the 
deforestation and the work of forest activists—
spread the message of Chipko. [4]

 16.  The speaker when young was in love with a 
beautiful young lady – many loved the lady’s 
moments of glad grace—love her for her physical 
beauty – their love true or false—speaker loved 
her pilgrim soul—the soul searching for something 
meaningful—loved sorrows of her changing face—
physical beauty ravaged by time—beauty of soul 
eternal –the speaker knows that the lady would 
know of true love only when old—when love paced 
upon the mountains and hid his pace amid a crowd 
of stars. [4]

 17.  Tammanna a rich man with thousand acres land – 
Basavaiah had 800 acres land—Basavaiah could not 
tolerate –wanted to possess two hundred acres –
Tammanna not willing to sell—Basavaiah mad with 
rage –encroached the land – Tammanna decided 
to annihilate Basavaiah –he took to composing all 
his experiences in the form of ballads and singing 
them—the rivalry moved from visible domain to 
abstract domain—Basavaiah could not match –
did everything to compete – filled his house with 
material wealth—but in vain—Tammanna later 
decided to give up everything and move away—
causing boredom—finally led to Basavaiah‘s death 
– Tammanna after Basavaiah’s death forget his 
songs and ballads—became a non entity. [4]

 18.  Foot wants to become a butterfly or an apple--- 
faces hardships—learns that it cannot fly or bulg—
defeated in struggle – condemned to live in the 
shoe—feels like a blind man—soft nails take form 
of reptiles – become calloused – walks without rest 
hour after hour—day after day—through fields, 
mines, markets, ministries—backward, inward, 
forward—toils in shoe – until the whole man 
chooses to stop—even when buried the foot does 
not realize that it is free.    [4]
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 19.  Borges believes books never disappears—book is 
the most astounding invention of man—of all other 
invention – all the others are extensions of our body 
– example telephone—voice, microscope-sight, 
sword and plough – our arms-------book is extension 
of man’s imagination and memory—books are 
great memories of all centuries—their functions is 
irreplaceable—if books disappear, history would 
disappear—surely man would disappears. [4]

 20.  In Japan bowing is a mania – everybody bows to 
everybody – with inimitable grace—neither less nor 
more – it is quainter, formal, oriental, infectious – 
for foreigners hard to practice—they bow to wrong 
man in wrong place—complex rules—Japanese 
have complicated hierarchy in bowing –difference 
in rank, standing, age, social position subtly 
reflected–basic rules inside the family—wife bows 
to husband—child to father—younger brother to 
elder brother—sister to all brothers—bowing girls 
employed in stores—on Tokaido line conductors 
bow—even deer in parts of Nara imitate bowing-
-Japanese do it without difficulty—part of their 
culture.     [4]

 21.  Roof in service of Marcus Ibe–expert in election 
campaigning—could tell the mood of electorate—
he successfully conducted whispering campaign–
most trusted campaigner—had informed Marcus 
about the present elections—people would vote 
for money—he struck a bargain for four shilling—
reminded them of pipe water—won the minds of 
the voters—received smiles and appreciation. [4]

 22.  Cycling –a social movement in Pudukkottai—
empowered rural women—one lakh women took 
to cycling—most of them neo literates –symbol 
of independence, freedom, mobility—increased 
women’s confidence—brought economic benefits—
enabled women to carry out their daily chores with 
ease—cut down on time—provided more time to 
sell their produce—gave leisure—metaphor for 
freedom.     [4]

 23. (a)  Gonzalo and Laura—meeting in Madrid 
Park—on sunny morning—quarrelling for the 
bench -- become friends with snuff—engage 
in humorous conversation—Gonzalo reads 
poetry refers to campoamor—says he met the 
poet in Valencia—spent his early youth there 
–Laura tells of Maricela—villa near Valencia—
Gonzalo then describes the silver maiden –
Laura indentifies him—refers to the sad love 

affair—asks Gonzalo about it—convinced of his 
identity—both recall the romantic love affairs-
exchange of flowers—the duel—Gonzalo 
confirmed about Laura’s identity—says of the 
gallant young man as his cousin—both identify 
each other but remain silent.   [1×6 = 6]

     Detailed Answer :
     This is from the one act play “A Sunny Morning” 

written by Serafin and Joaquin Alvarez Qunitero 
the celebrated Spanish playwright brothers in 
the early twentieth century. In this play, they 
bring in the theme of long lost love rediscovered 
on a sunny morning. This play has elements of 
humour and irony in it. Don Gonzalo and Dona 
Laura are the protagonists who accidentally 
meet at a park as two strangers throwing 
banters at each other and eventually making 
amends. Dona Laura and Don Gonzalo make 
up their differences on sharing a pinch of snuff. 
From this point onward they soften in their tone 
and feeling towards each other. Talking about 
various things of their interest they stumble 
upon reading books. This paves the way for 
the next twist in their story. Dona Laura reads 
a poem from a book given by Gonzalo which 
surprises both of them that the two lovers of 
several decades that they were talking about 
were actually they, themselves. However, they 
do not want to disclose their true identities 
since they have lost the sheen of their early 
youth. They fear that it might be embarrassing 
to know about each other in real. So, they spin 
fictitious stories where Laura identifies herself 
as the friend of the Silver Maiden while he 
identifies himself as the cousin of Don Gonzalo. 

  (b)  Vandana Shiva –learned about bio-diversity-in 
Himalayan forest –started savings seeds –from 
farmers’ fields—realized the need of a farm—
for demonstration and training—Navdanya 
farm in 1994—in Doon valley –conserve and 
grow 630 varieties of rice—150 varieties of 
wheat—hundreds of other species –promotes 
bio diversity intensive form of farming—also 
promotes organic farming –bio diversity as 
helped in growing more quantity and nutritious 
food—bio diversity answer to food crisis—
hunger, starvation, mal-nutrition reduced—
health improved—bio diversity teacher of 
abundance and freedom—cooperation and 
mutual giving.                                                           
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     Detailed Answer :

     This is from the essay “Everything I Need To 
Know I Learned In The Forest” by Vandana 
Shiva, an internationally renowned activist for 
biodiversity and against corporate globalization. 
The conservation of bio-diversity is key to 
solving the problems of food and nutrition. 
Monoculture is the cause of impoverishment of 
nature and culture. Most of India’s traditional 
farming consisted of growing a single crop 
on the field. Though commercial approaches  
benefited the farmers instantly, they do not help 
a nation in the long run. Vandana Shiva realized 
the importance of bio-diversity very early 
and started saving seeds from farmers’ fields. 
Navadanya Farm resulted in the Doon Valley, in 
the lower elevation Himalayan region in 1994. 
They now conserve and grow 630 varieties of 
rice, 150 varieties of wheat, and hundreds of 
other species. They practice and promote a 
bio-diversity intensive form of farming that 
produces more food and nutrition per acre. 
They also help farmers make a transition from 
fossil-fuel and chemical-based monocultures to 
bio-diverse ecological systems nourished by the 
sun and the soil.  That is how the conservation 
of bio-diversity is the need of the hour.

   (c)  Water –witness to social discrimination and 
injustice in the name of caste—strife between 
village and Wada – untouchability –knows 
discrimination in name of race-samaria women 
and Jesus –sub-caste difference—leather and 
spool—agony of panchama-waiting with empty 
pot—humiliation of Wada girl—access to water 
–determined by caste—discrimination leading 
to violence –single drop embodies tears shed 
over generation – battles fought for single drop 
of water—blood flowed like streams—women 
walking miles straining carrying heavy pots—
Malapalle burning to ashes to want of water—
water not a simple thing – can give life—can 
also devour life.

     Detailed Answer :

     Water is used as a powerful symbol in this poem 
highlighting the evil practices of society: caste 
discrimination, untouchability and domination 
of the landlords. The poet states that water is 
not mere a chemical composition, it is rather a 

mighty movement. It embodies tears shed over 
several generations. There is much blood shed 
over several drops of water. For the people who 
have fought for their rights to water are not 
completely successful. The lower caste people 
would welcome their weekly bath while the 
entire village bathed luxuriously twice a day. 
This is in contrast with the privileged people 
of the village who belonged to higher castes. 
It is an inhumane practice of discrimination in 
which panchamas had to wait for the mercy of 
a shudra to get water from the well. This would 
often lead to exploitation. The untouchability 
remained like the dampness on the edge of the 
well. In the name of tradition, caste and custom 
people were separated. The lower caste people 
had to face humiliation and insult at the hands 
of the dominant castes. Thus, water is a mighty 
movement for some while it is luxury for others. 

 24. (a) Both to relax and to have a change of 
environment. [1]

  (b) Relaxed and Refreshed. [1]

  (c) June [1]

  (d) With the coming of April [1]

  (e) Prefer to take their holiday a little earlier. [1]

  (f) Those who have already taken their holidays [1]

  (g) Take all you need but leave your worries 
behind. [1]

  (h) Disadvantage [1]

  (i) Holiday Time [1]

  (j) Children cannot control their excitement 
(excite) with the coming of the holiday season. 
 [1]

 25. (Each question on the lines of the poem and each 
value point from i-iii carries ONE marks) 

  (i) A free bird [1]

  (ii) the current ends [1]

  (iii) The bird dips his wing in– orange sun rays (a) 

[1]

 26. Was asked [1]

  Was worried [1]

  Was confronted [1]
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 27.  Alifano asked Borges what was blindness to him. 
Borges replied that it was a way of life. He further 
told that in his case, the visible world had moved 
away from his eyes. Alifano asked him if /whether 
he had thought of writing book on the history of the 
book. Borges told him that it was an excellent idea. 
                                                   [5]

 28. Dialogue  [1×4=4]

  Mother : Can you book a car for me? 

  Son : Yes mother, I can (agreeing) Where do you 
want to go?

  Mother : I want to go to Ramanagara. (giving 
information)

  Son : At what time do you need the car?

  Mother : At 6 AM ( mentioning time)

  Son : OK. I will book it.

  Mother : Thank you son. (expressing gratitude)

 29. Took to [1]

  Give up [1]

 30. The General of Monaco asked each of his soldiers 
to cut the criminal’s head off. But no soldier came 
forward to do it. Therefore the ministers assembled 
a commission. Besides they appointed a committee 
and sub-committee. At last they decided that the 
best would be to alter death sentence to one of life‘s 
imprisonment.     [4]

 31. Note making

  (i)  bone     [½]

  (ii) a frame work     [½]

  (iii) the body     [½]

  (iv) vital organs     [½]

  (v) weight     [½]

  (vi) strain     [½]

  (vii) calcium     [½]

  (viii) the blood     [½]

 32. Letter Writing

  Format     [2]

  Content/body of the letter/text [3]

  Bio-data can either be written separately or included 

in the body of the letter.

  (Note : No marks are awarded for mere format) 

 33. Speech writing 

  1. mark for greeting [1]

  2. marks for correct language usage [2]

  3. mark for cohesion [1]

  4. mark for leave taking [1]

  Detailed Answer:

  Respected luminaries on the dais and off the dais, 
beloved Principal, most valued parents, cherished 
Faculty members and my dear students, Good 
Evening.

  It is indeed a beautiful evening, all soaked in the 
delighted frame of mind. This evening, I have the 
pleasure of introducing to you to the chief guest 
of the event - Mrs. Sudha Murthy. Our Chief 
Guest belongs to a small village named Shiggoan 
in Karnataka. She has done B.E. in Electrical 
Engineering from BVB College, Hubballi. She is 
the first female engineer hired by TELCO. She is 
the chairperson of Infosys Foundation. She is an 
active member of public health care initiatives of 
the Gates Foundation. She is an excellent teacher, 
a philanthropist of  global fame and an eminent 
writer in Kannada and English.

  Our Guest Mrs. Sudha Murthy has been honored 
with Padamshri in 2006.

OR

  Report writing 

  1. marks for presentation of Data. [2]

  2. marks for analysis of data [2]

  3. mark for expression [1]

  Detailed Answer:

  The above bar graph represents the favourite after 
school activities of boys and girls in Karnataka. 
Leisure is also important for rejuvenation of mind 
and body. The students must involve in some 
activity of the choice so as to refresh the mind. Also, 
the leisure activity must be the one which student 
likes and not one imposed by parents or elders or 
influenced by the decision of the friends.

  Here in this data we find the boys like to visit friends, 
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talk on phone, chat online, play sports and watch 
TV in decreasing order of preference. On the other 
hand, the girls like to talk on phone, watch TV, chat 
online, visit friends and play sports in decreasing 
order of preference.

  The graph shows that the most preferred leisure 
activity of boys is to visit friends while that of girls is 
to talk on phone.

 34. Pronominal words 

  1. It refers to holiday    [1]

  2. Who refers to holiday makers. [1]

  3. Their refers to parents.    [1]

  4. Which refers to April.    [1]

 35. Monaco was a peace loving kingdom. [1]
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